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This study examined the effectiveness of behavioral strategies for improving

figure performance by young figure skaters. [ "sslf-fnlk" package consisting

of training and both on- and off-ice practice of key words was used to

improve performance of compulsory figures by pre-novice and novice level

figure skaters. A multielement design with replications across subjects was

used. Performance on one figure for which key words \¡/ere used during the

intervention phase \¡/as assessed in comparison to baseline levels and

perforrnance on an untrained figure. The second figure was also used to

assess response generalization. All subjects improved their figure

performance over baseline levels when using key words; perfomance gains

ranged from 7Vo to l4Vo corcectly performed components of the figure.

Performance on the untrained figure remained stable for all subjects,

suggesting that the use of the self-talk package had specific control over

performance on the figure on which it was used and that response

generalization did not occur. Both coaches who returned a follow-up

questionnaire stated that they would recommend the use of key words;

however, only one of the four skaters in the study felt that the key words

improved her performance and would recommend their use. The primary

issue detracting from acceptance of the self-talk procedure seemed to be the

amount of time data collection and observation took. A follow-up after six

months showed more positive results, however.

ABSTRACT
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Operant technology has long been used in applied settings for

improving a wide variety of behaviors. For example, research in

educational settings has s¡¿mined the application of behavioral principles to

the development of motor skills such as handwriting, correct posture, and

assembly tasks; and "classroom" skills such as on-task and instruction-

following behavior (Martin & Pear, 1988). A natural extension of this

research is to physical education and sport settings, which have many of the

same behavioral requirements.

INNR,ODUCTION

The first published research of operant techniques for developing and

maintaining sport skills was Rushall and Pettinger's (1969) examination of

several different reinforcement contingencies for increasing the number of

laps swum by members of an age-group swimming team. Following this

seminal work, researchers began to examine a number of behavioral

techniques in the sport context. These techniques included public posting to

increase attendance and work output (McKenzie & Rushall, t974), sign

prompting to replace equipment (Darden & Madsen, 7972), and task-specific

praise to improve skill acquisition (Fueyo, Saudergas, & Bushall, Jr., L975).

In 1976, Rushall called for applied behavior analysis to be the new direction

for sport psycholory.



In the past fifteen years, researchers have exemined the application

of behavior modification principles to many areas of sport and physical

education, and several review papers have been pubtished (e.g. Donahue,

Gillis, & King, 1980; Martin, 1984). A¡eàs of research include:

(a) skill development, such as Buzas and Ayllon s (1981) use of

differential reinforcement procedures to improve tennis strokes;

ft) increasing the frequency of practice behaviors and exercising, such as

Cracklen and Martin's (1983) use of "fun time" as reinforcement for

increasing appropriate practice activities;

(c) decreasing problem behaviors, such as McKenzie and Rushall's (1980)

decreasing of inappropriate swimming practice behavior through the

use ofa display board ofgood and bad behaviors;

2

(d) enhancing competition performance such as Kendall, Hrycaiko and

Martin's (1990) use of imagery rehearsal and relaxation; and

(e) assessing and developing the behavior modification skills of coaches,

such as with Smith, Smoll, and Curtis' (1979) Coach Effectiveness

Training program.
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Much of this research has focused on what has been termed

"behavioral coaching" (Martin & Hrycaiko, 1983). Effective behavioral

coaching has a number of salient characteristics, some of which parallet the

characteristics of applied behavior analysis as described by Martin and Pear

(1988). Specifically, effective behavioral coaching:

(a) emphasizes specific, detailed, and frequent measurements of athletic

behavior which are used to evaluate the effectiveness of coaching

techniques;

ft) uses appropriate techniques for either developing or maintaining

behavior;

(c) encourages athletes to improve against their own past performance;

(d) emphasizes specific behavioral procedures for which effectiveness has

been experimentally demonstrated;

(e) uses behavioral principles to effect changes in coaching behavior; and

(f) encourages social validation ofall aspects ofthe athletic progïam

(Martin & Hrycaiko, 1983).



More generally, effective behavioral coaching is concerned with "the

consistent application of principles of behavioral psychology for the

improvement and maintenance of attrletic behavior" (Martin & Hrycaiko,

1983, p. 8).

In spite of a promising beginning and a rapidly expanding research

base, further investigations are needed in many areas. Hrycaiks ¿rrfl

Martin (1983) recommended the following areas for future research: (a)

behavioral assessment of athletic skills, (b) skill development, (c) motivating

perforrnance and effort during practices, (d) generalization from practice to

competition, (e) assessment and training of coaches, and (Ð selÊ

management by athletes.

The present study addresses a number of the above recommended

areas in examining the use of self-talk, or stimulus cueing, \Mith young

figure skaters. This self-management technique was studied for its

potential to improve skill development on compulsory figures and to produce

generalization from practice to competition.

4



A Behavioral Analysis

Self-talk is a self-directed technique for developing appropriate

stimulus control over the performance of a skill. Key words are thought or

verbalized and serve as discriminative stimuli for appropriate behaviors

throughout the performance of the skill. These programmed thoughts also

decrease the chance that unplanned and potentially distracting thoughts

will detract from the perforrnance.

Self-Talk

As well as providing discriminative stimuli for correct performance in

practice, the key words can also be used in competition. In this way, the

practice and competition settings are made more similar, using the

generalization stratery referred to by Stokes and Baer (1977) as

"programming common stimuli".

5

SelÊtalk can be conceptualized as use of rules to govern behavior.

Rules can be defined as verbally encoded guidelines for behavior which

describe the contingencies operating on that behavior: the relationship

among discriminative stimuli, the behavior, and the consequences (Baldwin

& Baldwin, 1986). In self-talk, key words summarize or describe the

contingencies controlling comect performance (e.9. if I check líneup then I



will skate tracings that will be even). Thus, the key words form a rule; the

response cued by that rule (e.g. checking the lineup) is refemed to as n¡Ie-

governed behavior (Skinner, 1969).

when an athlete is initially encouraged to use key words, the

athlete's past history of following coaching instruction would increase the

probability of following the instructions implicit in key words. With further

experience in using key words, including being reinforced by improved

perforrrrance, the atNete would be more likely to continue to use that

strategy with other skills. Rule-governed control of operant responses c¿rn

be an effective strategy in a variety of areas of self-management (Baldwin &

Baldwin, 1986).

Research on Self-Talk

6

While self-management strategies are widely recommended in the

athletic self-help literature (Kirschenbaum & Bale, lggg), very little

resea¡ch has examined the use of athlete-directed strategies for skill

development. As Ziegler (1987) stated, "a void exists in understanding the

behavioral change process that is possible when the intervention is self-

directed by the performer" (p. 405). Controlling the content of practice and



competition thought is one area of self-directed intervention which has only

just begun to be examined.

Rushall (1979) suggested that a major portion of the thought content

during athletic performance should comprise (a) task-relevant statements,

which cue appropriate technique; (b) mood words, which cue desired sensory

feelings; and (c) positive self-talk, which reinforces effort and combats

fatigue. Martin (1989) proposed that key words can help to decrease a

number of problems, including frequent technique errors, distractions,

thinking too far ahead in an extended performance, becoming too anxious or

aroused, presentation problems in judged sports, and fatigue or pain.

Rushall (1984) has provided evidence for the effectiveness of different

t¡'pes of thought content in enhancing performance of a number of repetitive

skill tasks. Task-specific content was found to increase the length of time

before exhaustion in a treadmill running task, increase speed of a 400 m

swim, and increase ergometer performance of rowers. Positive self-talk was

also found to increase ergometer performance; therefore, Rushall suggested

that positive selÊtalk be used to fill the gaps between task-specific key

words. Performance mood words were also found to increase ergometer

performance and hand dynamometer performance by rowers. Additionally,



Shewchuk (1985) found that instructions to think mood words increased

swimmers' training performance.

Rushall, Hall, Roux, Sasseville, and Rushall (1988) provided a more

detailed analysis of the use of these th¡ee different t5ryes of thought content.

Cross-country skiers were instructed to use one of task-specific, positive, or

mood key words in a series of experiments. All subjects improved their

performances to both a statistically and socially significant degree in at

least one of the conditions, and 16 of 18 skiers showed marked

improvements under all conditions. Heart rate data were used to control

for increases in effort under each condition.

The degree of performance improvement varied across skiers and

conditions, suggesting that there may be a hierarchy of effects of thought

types for each athlete. Rushall suggested that the condition which resulted

in the greatest improvement for the individual athlete should be

emphasized proportionally more than the lesser effective conditions, and

that specific thought content must be tailored to the athlete.

8

Rushall also proposed that different types of key words have

differential effects on perfonnance, and used this theory as the rationale for

considering each type of thought content as a separate independent



I
variable. That is, task-specific content will enhance mechanical efficiency of

the motor task, mood words will increase the mechanical capacities of the

perfor:rner, and positive thinking will produce better physiological efficiency.

However, these differential effects were ¡ef, s¡amined directly. It may be

more useful to simply view each key word as a discriminative stimulus for

following that instruction, rather than grouping words according to a more

general class; the required instructions implicit in the key words would

naturally be different from athlete to athlete.

The above studies provide evidence that controlled thought content

can be used to achieve significant improvements in terms of speed of

performance and volume of work output. Only one study, however, has

examined the effect of key words on the topography of a complex skill.

Ziegler (1987) used the key words "ball", "bounce", and "hit" as cues for

specific requirements of tennis forehand and backhand returns. The quality

of returns was judged via detailed behavioral checklists. The percentage of

successful returns increased dramatically with the introduction of the

stimulus cueing technique. This study provides evidence for the

effectiveness of skill-specific key words in altering the performance of a

complex skill.



Thus, there is some evidence for the effectiveness of key words used

in several skills. However, as Ziegler (1987) recommended, the

generalization of this technique to a wider range of sports needs to be

explored. Experimental evidence is particularly lacking for the effects of

self-talk on the topography of a complex skill.

Self-talk may be used by athletes practising on their own, and for this

reason it may be particularly useful for sports such as figure skating in

which instruction time is significantly lower than actual practice time.

Srikameswaran (1989) noted that figrrre skaters at the provincial level ofben

have a practice to instruction time ratio of 5:1. This low frequency of

coaching feedback in comparison to skill practice suggests that self-

management strategies might address a number of problems facing figure

skaters, including lack of attrlete-managed strategies ¿e improve and

maintain practice performance, lack of self-monitoring and self-evaluation

skills, and lack of competition generalization strategies (Srikameswaran,

1989). Self-talk procedures address the first and last of these problems.

Statement of Problem

10

The present study used the self-talk package designed by Martin

(1990, in press) as part of a "sport psyching" program for the Manitoba
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provincial figure skating team. In this study, the self-talk package alone

was used, rather than the entire sport psyching program. Until the present

study, there was only anecdotal evidence for the effectiveness and

acceptability of this program (Martin, in press; Watchorn, Note 1). The

present study experimentally exemined the effectiveness of the self-talk

component of the program.

The key words recoûrmended by this package are of three general

t¡pes: (a) prompts to look for external cues, (b) "body tension" words, and

(c) technique words. The key words used vary from skater to skater and are

based on instructions from the coach regarding the improvement of comrnon

emors.

The purpose of this study was to determine if the self-talk package

would more effectively improve performance of compulsory figures than

would standard practice. Thus, this study followed Azrin's (L977)

recoûtmendation for an outcome-oriented approach, utilizing a combination

ef semponent procedures to obtain treatment success. Response

generalization \Ã¡as assessed through performance on a second, untrained

figure. Thought content was also qualitatively examined to determine

differences in covert verbalizations during practice of experimental (key

words used) and control (standard practice) figures.



Subiects

Fou¡ members of the winnipeg winter club participated in this

study. Skaters \Ã¡ere at the pre-novice (S1 and 52) or novice (SB and Sa)

level, and were between eleven and thirteen years of age. Subjects L,2, arrd,

3 are female; Subject 4 is male. Subjects were selected on the basis of the

following criteria: (a) they v¡ere recommended by their coach, (b) they

expressed interest in trying sport psychology techniques, (c) they agreed to

practice figrrres at specific times, and (d) they were starting a new set of

figures.

METI{OD

subjects were preparing figures for formal figure testing: either

Fourth (S1 and 52) o" Fifth (S3) Figures Test, or for competition (S4). TWo

of these figures per skater \¡¡ere targeted for observation and intervention.

L2

Settine

The study was conducted at the River Heights Community Centre

during the summer skating school program. Skaters practised 5 days per

week, with 1.75 hours per day designated as "patch", or figure practice time.



Skaters \trere observed three to five times per week, depending upon

practical constraints such as lesson time and availability of clean layout

patches.

The study lasted for 4 weeks during the spring session, during which

time observer training was camied out. During the summer session (two

months after the spring session ended), an additional one and a half weeks

were spent training observers; baseline observations were then taken for

seven days, and the intervention phase then lasted for two to three weeks.

Personnel

undergraduate psycholory student. Training of observers followed the

procedure developed by Srikames\ilaran (1989) as described in Appendix A.

During observer training, an experienced figure skating judge helped to

modify items on the behavioral checklist and was used for inter-observer

reliability ratings.

Behavioral observations were made by the author and an

13



Dependent, Variables

Percent comect fizure performance A modification of the checklist

developed by Srikameswaran (1989) (as shown in Appendix A) was utilized

to record subjects'perforrnance on figures; the checklist is shown in Table 1.

Onty two categories of the original checklist were used: Symmetry of

Circles and Quality of Turns. These categories refer exclusively to the

figure tracing, as opposed to the skater's technique, and it is assumed that

incorrect technique will lead to errors in tracing. Additional items on the

checklist referring to errors in tracing were included upon the suggestion of

judges and coaches during observer training, as was the weighting system.

The weighting system \¡¡as incorporated to identify reductions as well as

elimination of enors, and to be more similar to criteria used in judging.

The overall quality of the figure tracing is one of the primary features

judged in testing.

L4

Insert Table 1 about here



Table l: Performance Checklist

SUBJECT:

OBSERVER:
IOR:

I bladelength d¡ff_ blt long axis ot c¡rctes
1 bladelength difference in line_up at ci¡cles o\

-

1 bladelength difference ¡n s¡reffi
1 bladetength difference in tengthãiãäãiõ
lbladelengrhd¡ffm
Serpent¡ne not d¡agonal (2)
incorrect edge (2)
not on a circle

FTGURE:

SESSIOn* #

5" difference between pu"noffaffi
\4'

5" difference between pushofl and st¡ort ax¡s rr\

bulged ge, wobOtes

-

quarter of c¡rcle

2 to 3 bladelengths

15

1 bladlength (t)

flats out (3t2)

Jumped(notumontop) 

-

hooked or pulted turns

lrced tums lne

Said Keywords ?

ffiFor Muttiole Enors: 13t score refers to errors on more than half, 2nd refers to errors on half or less.
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As seen on the checklist, higher scores indicate greater numbers of

errors. Thus, the percentage comect figure perfomance \üas determined by

subtracting the total weighted score from the totat possible weighted score,

dividing by the total possible weighted score, and multiplyrng the dividend

by t00Vo. For example, if a skater scored 35 v¡ith a possible total score of

61, her percentage comect perforrnance would be [(or - s5)l6t x L\\vof or

43Vo.

Assessment of Thought Content Thought content on each figure was

assessed weekly throughout the study. A standard form was used, as

shown in Table 2. Following figrrre layout, skaters \ñ¡ere simply asked what

they thought about during the layout of the figure.

Insert Table 2 about here



Table 2: Thought Assessment Fom

THOUGHT ASSESSMENT FORM

o complete this form weekly

o remind skaters before each layout to:

o "Lay this figure out like you are at a test -- do your best so you
can practice for the real thing."

"Do you think of anything in particular when you practice this figure?"
"What do you think of?"

Skater:

Figure 1:

t7

Figure 2:

Date:



Treatment Variable: Self-talk oackase

The self-talk package, as developed by Martin (1990) involved the

following components:

(a) viewing Part I of the videotape "Sport Psyching for Figure Skaters"

(Martin, 1989), which portrays National level figure skaters using key

words both on and off the ice, and emphasizes the utility of using

these techniques;

ft) developing key words during the homework assignments (Appendix B,

Assignment A), including:

i)

18

drawing out of targeted figures on paper with key words placed

at appropriate points,

reviewing key words with coach, and

memorizing key words;

ii)

iii)

(c) doing off-ice practice of figures (Appendix B, Assignment B),

including:

i) timing of figure layout on-ice, and

ii) walking-out and timing of ñgure off-ice, while verbalizing key

words out loud;



(d) practising figures on-ice, while verbalizing key words out loud.

During the treatment phase, the frequency of coached lessons remained the

same as during baseline; however, the coach also provided feedback on the

appropriateness of key words during lessons in the treatment phase.

Compliance rilas determined by homework assignments (see Appendix

C) and checking of verbalization of key words by obsenrers.

Characteristics of Phases

Approximately 10 to L5 minutes were required for each figure assessed.

Seven days were spent on baseline assessment. Skaters \ilere prompted to

\¡¡arrn up the figure that they would be observed on approximately 5

minutes prior to assessment. Skaters were then asked to lay out the figure

on a clean patch of ice if one was available, or to lay it out on the practice

patch away from previous tracings. Observers stood to the side of the figure

while the skater laid it out, and then assessed the tracing using the

behavioral checklist. Once per week thought content was assessed following

layout and prior to evaluation.

Baseline Assessments were conducted during patch time.

19



In alrnost all sessions, two skaters $¡ere evaluated on both

experimental and control figures.

Training Skaters participated in two training sessions over two days,

as outlined in the homework assignments in Appendix B.

Intervention Assessment during intervention followed the same

format as during baseline sessions. In addition, homework assignments

were carried out as in Appendix B. Specifically, skaters walked out their

figures off the ice twice per week in the presence of the author, and used

key words during the practice of the experimental figure. Approximately

2.5 weeks were spent on the intervention phase.

Experimental Design

20

A multielement design (Martin & Pear, 1988) was used. Following a

period of baseline assessment on both figures, subjects were trained to

utilize the self-talk package for one figure while maintaining usual practice

behavior for the other. The time during practice at which each figure is

assessed was alternated to control for fatigue effects. In addition, skaters

and coaches were asked to maintain equal practice time on all figures.
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The multielement design has a number of advantages over a reversal-

replication or a multiple baseline design (McKenzie & Liskeyvich, lgg3). A

reversal to baseline is not necessary in this design to assess ex¡perimental

control; this is advantageous since athletic skills are unlikely to reverse

rapidly after learning. Because a comparison of treatments (self-talk and

standard practice) occurs simultaneously, the lengthy baseline and

intervention phases necessary in the multiple baseline design can be

reduced considerably. This is a distinct advantage in sport settings with

limited practice time. If the treatment is found to be effective, then it may

be more quickly implemented with other behaviors, and if it is not, then it
may be discontinued with less loss of practice time.

In addition to providing a measure of standard responding against,

which intervention responding may be assessed, the second figure allowed

for an assessment of response generalization. That is, if perforrrrance on the

second figure improved at a higher rate in comparison to baseline, response

generalization is one possible explanation of such an outcome. However, if
there was no improvement on the second figure, then clearly no response

generalization would have occurred.



Reliabilitv Assessments

Inter-observer reliability data on subject performance \ilas collected

for 35Vo of all observed sessions and for all observer training sessions. T\vo

observers independently and simultaneously assessed figure performance.

Inter-observer agreement was calculated in the following m¿rnner: items

were scored both on agreement on error occumence, and agreement on

weighting of error (where the item could be assigned a weight). The

number of agreements on error occurrence was added to the number of

agreements on weighting, and the sum was divided by the total number of

agreements and disagreements on both errors and weighting; the dividend

was then multiplied by t00vo. This gave a conservative estimate of

agreement while still identifi¡ing differences in emor weighting in addition

to differences in agreement of emor presence.

22

Social Validitv Assessment

Social validity r¡¡as assessed through follow-up questionnaire given to

the skaters and their coaches (Appendix C) immediately following the study

and again six months later.



Baseline assessments were conducted on two figures for each of the

four subjects. One of these figures was targeted for intervention with the

self-talk package for each subject.

RESULTS

The first subject's (S1) performance is shown in Figure 1.

As Figure 1 indicates, the use of the self-talk package resulted in a

substantial improvement in figure performance for this subject, while figure

performance using standard practice techniques remained stable. During

baseline, Sl's perforrnance on Figrrre A averaged,44Vo correct, and increased

to an average of 58Vo correct with the use of the self-talk techniques. fn

contrast, perfor:nance on Figure B (for which standard practice techniques

were used throughout the study) remained stable at an average of Sgvo

correct. It can be seen that only one data point for Figure A during

intervention overlapped with baseline data, as compared to all data on

Figure B. This effect was achieved very quickly after training.

Insert Figure 1 about here

23
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Subj ect 1

F
o Skating Figure A: Self-talk package used
+ Skating Figure B: Standard practice only

Figure 1: Performance for Subject 1: vertical axis represents percent
correct figure perfonnance as measured by the behavioral
checklist; horixontal axis represents session number. Points to
the left of the dotted line represent baseline sessions, while points
to the right of the dotted line represent sessions in which key
\üords were used on Skating Figure A.
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The second subject's (S2) performance is shown in Figrrre 2.

As Figure 2 illustrates, the use of the self-talk techniques resulted in a

clear improvement over baseline performance, while performance when using

standard practice techniques remained stable. S1 averaged 58Vo correct

performance on Figure A during baseline; this improved to an average of 65Vo

during the inten¡ention phase. In contrast, performance on Figure B remained

stable at approximately 54Vo tlvoughout the study. In addition, only hatf of

the data for Figure A during intervention overlapped with baseline data, while

performance on Figure B remained within the same r¿rnge throughout the

study.

Insert Figure 2 about here

25

The third subject's (S3) performance is shown in Figure B.

Insert Figure 3 about, here
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+ Skating Figure B: St¿ndard practice only
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Figure 3: Performance for Subject 3: vertical axis represents percent
correct figure perforrrance as measured by the behavioral
checklist; horixontal axis represents session number. Points to
the left of the dotted line represent baseline sessions, while points
to the right of the dotted line represent sessions in which key
words were used on Skating Figure A.
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As can be seen in Figure 3, the use of the self-talk package also resulted

in an improvement over baseline for S3. Performance on Figure A increased

from an average of 50Vo comect during baseline to an average of 58Vo comect

with the use of key words; perforurance on Figrrre B using standard practice

remained stable at approximately 38Vo tlvoughout the study. In addition, only

207o of the data for Figure A during intervention overlapped with baseline

data, as compared to l00Vo of data on Figure B.

The fourth subject's (S4) performance is shown in Figure 4.

As Figrrre 4 illustrates, the self-tatk package was also effective in

improving S4's perforrnance. Performance on Figure A increased from an

average of 42Vo comect during baseline to an average of 56Vo correct during

intervention. Performance on Figure B, for which standard practice only was

used, remained relatively stable throughout the study, actually decreasing

slightly from 62Va to 58Vo correct following introduction of the self-talk

techniques with Figure A. Half of the data for Figure A during

Insert Figure 4 about here
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intervention \ilas above baseline performance, while all data on Figure

during this phase was at or below baseline perfomance levels.

In summarJ¡, use of the self-talk package resulted in increases in

performance levels for all four subjects while perforrrance using standard

practice remained stable. This indicates both an effective treatment package

and a lack of response generalization. Improvements ranged from |Vo to !4Vo,

as can be seen in Table 3.

It is of particular interest to note that SL and 52 had the s¿rme figures

but in opposite order -- that is, the figure targeted for intervention for 51 was

that used as the standard practice figure for 52, and vice versa. Thus, it can

be seen that the effectiveness of key words was not tied to the choice of figures

since each figure improved v¡ith the self-talk package and remained stable v¡ith

standard practice.
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Tabl-e 3: Summary of Performance

Subject Figure Average Averaqe Difference
Baseline InLervention

s]_ A 44 58 1,4
859590

s2A58657
854540

s3 A 50 58 I
B 39 38 _L

s4 A 42 56 1,4
86258_4
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In addition, performance was improved regardless of whether the

targeted figure was above or below the non-targeted figure during baseline

assessment.

Thousht Content

When using standard practice techniques, skaters responded quite

variably to questions about their thoughts during figure lay-out. Responses

differed between skaters and from week to week for each individual.

Responses ranged from not being able to think of anything, to "sometimes I

sing songs to myself', to a detailed list of things they weren't supposed to do

(but often admitted to forgetting about during the figure), to a list similar to

a key word plan (however, this list changed each time the skater was

assessed).

When using the self-talk technique, skaters invariably responded with

their planned key words. This effect is comoborated by a l00Vo use of key

words during lay-outs as measured by verbalizations checked by the observers.

Skaters also completed all homework assignments and participated in all ofl

ice lay-out sessions scheduled (invariably verbalizing their key words during

these).



Social Validitv

All four skaters and two of the three coaches involved in the study

completed follow-up questioruraires immediately following the study. Three of

the four skaters were also contacted after six months for an additional follow-

up. Both coaches indicated that they would recommend using key words to

their skaters. One coach did not complete the question on the overall

helpfulness of the program, and the other indicated that the use of key words

was "a little helpful". Both coaches indicated that the initial observation

training/baseline phase was too long.

One skater indicated that she felt the use of key words helped her

figures, would like to continue using key words, and would recommend the use

of key words to others. This skater \¡¡as also the only one who was formally

tested at the end of the program, and she indicated that she did use key words

during her test. She continued to use key words throughout the season, and

at the six-month follow-up indicated that she used all of the techniques taught

over the summer to prepare for a major competition (Sectionals). She also

reported that she both felt she performed better and she placed better at this

competition than she usually does.
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The other three skaters were not as positive in their ratings of the

program irnmediately following the observation period. However, at a six-

month follow-up, one of these skaters used key words both in practice and

competition, and indicated that he had performed better than average at a

recent major competition. Another skater also indicated that she had

perforrned better in competition and that she did off-ice walkouts of her figures

(although she did not memorize specific key words). The third skater was not

available for follow-up.

The results for ratings of "helpfulness" of various components of the

package are shown in Table 4 below. None of the skaters indicated in the

initial follow-up that walking out their figures off-ice was helpful; however, at

the six-month follow-üp, two of the three skaters contacted were using off-ice

walkouts in preparation for competition. Three of the four skaters felt, at the

initial follow-up, that saying key words aloud while laying out figrrres was at

least a little helpful. After six months, two of the three skaters contacted \ilere

using key words in practice and competition.

Insert Table 4 about here
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Table 4: Skater QuesEionnaire ResuLt,s
Ttems were rated on a 7 point. Likert scale, with nl_u

being "definitely not helpful", .4t being "a 1ittle
helpful", and ttTt being "very he1pfu1".

Helpfulness of:

Writing out.

Walking out

Verbali zíng

Overall-

key words 2.75

of f -ice 1-.25

during 1ay-out 3.5

2.0

Averaqe Ratinq Response Ranqe

1--5

1-2
1,-5
1-5
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As the coaches also commented, skaters felt that the phases prior to

intervention took too long, and the time required to observe and score their

figures during practice was also too long.

Reliabilitv

Inter-observer reliability ratings \A¡ere calculated for all sessions during

observer training. Training continued until agreement among the judge and

both obsen¡ers consistently reached 80Vo; extensive training time was

necessarJ¡ due to the inexperience of both obsen¡ers. Training with the judge

took place over the end of the spring skating season, and lasted for

approximately 4 weeks; the judge was present for 4 hour-long patch sessions,

and the observers practiced for an additional 6 hou¡-long sessions between

sessions with the judge. Observer training continued for the first I patches of

the surnmer skating season, taking approximately one and a half weeks.

If agreement did not reach 80Vo on any bbservation during the baseline

and experimental phases of the study, the observs¡s ¡s-sxamined the training

material and discussed the differences in evaluation of the figure.

IOR ratings during the study averaged 88Vo, and ranged from 707o tn

L00Vo, with only 4 observations falling below 80Vo.



The results of this study suggest that a self-talk package incorporating

the planning and memorization of key words, laying out figures oflice using

key words, and practising and laying out figures on-ice using key words ean be

effective in improving young figure skaters' performance of figures. The use

of this package resulted in performance gains for all skaters, ranging from|Vo

to L47o. Moreover, this improvement was made within a period of only two to

three weeks of practice.

DISCUSSION

Improvements were specific to the figure on which key words were used;

response generalization to a second figure did not occur. This suggests that

the key words did act as discriminative stimuli to cue specific error-correction

behaviors, and that they did not affect techniques used in other figures. This

finding reinforces the recommendations made by Rushall et al. (1g88), and

Ziegler (1987), that key words must be tailored both to the attrlete's pattern of

responding and to the requirements of the task. In addition, this result

suggests that other features of the experimental situation, such as knowledge

of evaluation and simply layrng out the figure, did not exert significant control

over the effectiveness of key words, since these features \ilere present during

observations of both figures.
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lmprovements were made regardless of the type of figure or baseline

level of performance. However, gteater improvements were made on figures

which had relatively low baseline levels of perfomance. One possible

explanation for this may be that lower levels of performance are associated

with more variable thought patterns; as the skater has more potential errors

to think about, s/he cannot consistently focus on any specific techniques. An

important feature of the self-talk package is to focus the skater's thoughts on

specific and consistent error-comection cues, and this would result in

performance increases as the skater begins to practice comect techniques

consistently. Assessment ofthought content didindicate that skaters were less

consistent when using standard practice than with the key-word technique.

The less consistently these techniques were practised originally, the greater

the improvement may be. An additional factor to consider is the possibility of

a ceiling effect due to physical capabilities. The closer the skater is to herÆris

best possible level of performance given herÀis level of physical preparedness,

the more difficult it may be to make large improvements.

One skater indicated at the initial follow-up that she found the key word

package to be helpful, and the coaches indicated that they would recommend

the use of key word techniques to their skaters. However, despite clear

improvements, questioruraire reÀults indicated that the self-talk package \ilas

not initially well accepted by most of the skaters. From the comments made,
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it appears that it was not the actual use of key words which was objected to,

but the time required to carry out observer training prior to the onset of the

project, and the time required to score figures during practice time throughout

the project. When the project was first explained to the skaters, it was implied

that key-word training would begin almost immediately. However, due to the

difficult nature of scoring, and the inexperience of the obsen'ers, observer

training lasted for much longer than expected. Thus, there \¡¡as a much

greater delay in training skaters on the key-word techniques than had been

anticipated. Additionally, due to the extreme crowdedness of the rink, scoring

often had to be done on the skater's practice "patch", which disrupted normal

practice of other figures. The coaches also indicated that the experimental

constraints of the study detracted from their enthusiasm for the package.

AII the skaters contacted after six months indicated that they were using

some components of the key-word package in preparation for competition, and

that they had performed better in competition. This would seem to corroborate

the hypothesis that skaters did not object to the key-word package itself, but

to the observation requirements of the experiment, and that their negative

opinion of those requirements generalized to their opinion of the actual

package.
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Perhaps if observer training could have been done in a different setting,

and if scoring could have been less obtrusive (perhaps with the availability of

a scoring patch so skaters could lay-out their figures and return to practice),

all skaters would have accepted the package initially. During the intervention

phase, many of the skaters did make positive cornments about learning to use

key words, so this also seems to indicate that it was the constraints of the

experimental study which detracted from its acceptance. Previous

questionairres (Watchorn, Note 1) have indicated that the key word package

is fairly well accepted when implemented without the erperimental conditions

and observation used in this study.

This study showed that selÊtalk procedures can improve perfomance

in a very short period of time. However, due to practical constraints, longer-

term follow-up was not possible. Because of the nature of skating tests and

competitions, three of the four skaters started new figures after the spring

season. For two of the four skaters, additional figures were required for

competition, so practice time on test figures v¡as limited. Additionally, one of

the four skaters began a new set of test figures after the summer season. For

all skaters, competition during the fall season precluded the availability of

observation time. A more thorough examination of the maintenance and

continuance of improvement over time is recorrmended to more fully determine

the potential and limitations of these procedures.
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It would be of great benefit to examine ways to make detailed

assessment procedures less obtrusive in the applied setting. This was the

primary concern raised among the subjects. However, if we are to recommend

the use of self-talk and other packages, they must be proven to be effective,

and this creates difficulty when doing applied research.

Another area of importance that was not examined was stimulus

generalization from practice to competitive situations. Theoretically, self-talk

should work to program common stimuli and thus enhance generalization.

Research examining the utility of self-talk in this area is recommended.

In summary, this study addressed a number of issues in the field of

applied behavioral analysis of sport. Self-talk procedures were extended to a

novel sport environment, and were used successfully to improve skill

development. These procedures were effective independent of the specific skill

required or the initial skill level. They were also accepted enough by the

athletes to be used at least in part six months following initial training. Of

additional importance is that these procedures can be managed by the athletes,

and thus can improve practice efficiency without putting a strain on limited

coaching resources.
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A Behaviore'ljhecklist for Evaluatinq Performance of Fiqures bv Fiqure Skaters

The attached checklist was developed by Suja Srikameswaran for use
in a research project concerned with 'improv'i ng performance of f igures
by young figure skaters. Four skaters were taught to use the checklist
to evaluate selected components of the'ir figures at three practices per
r+eek. The tra'ining package was cìearly effective in improvjng
performance of targeted components of figures in 3 out of 4 subjects,
and these three subjects passed their fjgures test immediately after
comp'letìon of the project.

The attacf¡e¿ cnecf<list was devejoped after careful study of the
Canadian Figure Skating Association's Fiqure Judqinq Manuals (1986),
and with the help of Ms Brenda Maher. a figure skating judge with
severaì years of skating experience and three years of judging
experience. For additional information on the research project, see:

Srikameswaran, S. M. (1989). Standardized coaching sessions and a
self-evaìuation package for ìmproving performance of figures by
young figure skaters. A thesis submitted to the Facuìty of
Graduate Studies, University of Manitoba, in partiaì fuìfiiìment
of the requìrements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

or
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Write Garry L. Martin, Professor of Psychology
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Table 1.

Sketec

Checklil used to evaluate subiects' performance ol fíqures

CATEGoRY 1 - FORM (INCORRECn

2 Ctunqinq posit'¡odedqesrlurm

- ffi auremens of free hot

- kidûE bot bffård or backv.a.rd

- rncHÛE tee fuot or¡t and around skarÍrq hot

3. Position of he¡d/chin

SCorinq KeV: Beq:9 eîoæ occwçnce of enor bv phcjnç 3 ctrecknrarft i.r úrefl'tçonecl .co{ufTrf¡ f Yl

4. Poslu¡e

CATEqORY 1 . FORM (CORRECT)

- ræigfn oær treel of skal'rç bot

CATEGORY 2. FLOW (INCORRECN

l. Enlrv into circle

- pdÍrç ûÊe l€g

- ñagers printed away fro'n body

- sbrirç do¿m ¡o¡r¿rd erd of cirde

2. Charqing po'silion/edgesJturns

2. Sp€€d
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- coqDruroûs rnavefneflt of ftee foot trorn bacf
to tont ol body (q vrce versa)

- øg¡g sæe¿ hajf rçy ro. ÚFe€ quan€fs
of ûrë rùay a¡our¡d ¡fls cide

3. Pushoff

Position of he¡d/cl¡in

- Chh shorJdte {eræl ft¡ead held
þYe[ eyes bokiìg dòrñì)

;€ b skatioo lool
eadr oürer)'

4. Tums ¡rd chanqeg

- kree dgs before u¡m

- (LOOP) sùalJht knee rfuor.rgh urn

CATEGORY 2. FLOW (CORRECN

1) Enfrv into circle

- mainain consistern sæø unrl reaoy tor pust¡ott l-l-]-fl

2) Sp€€d

- n¡aintain consister¡r speø aroun¿ ciae f-T-[-[-l

3) Pushotl

-t-angr¡n otwe¡gt¡t trorn toor o toor ¡s srr¡coUr [Tl_l-l

4) Twrn ¡nd chanqes

- tnee Ífls dr.rrhg trm

- (LOOP) knee bent finærmedate posiri:n)



l) > 1 bladeþngrú¡ difÍ. M LCt¡c a¡es of cndes f-l--[-T--l

2) - > 1 bladelerçrúr dfierence h Ene-up af cirdes

> 1 bladeleng'ü drferer¡ce ir size (widür)

3) - ¿ f Had€l€ngû¡ dÌff. M positim of ums on cjrde

à 1 Hadelengrfi diflerance in þnSüì of cjrdes

- (LOOP) > 1'ditf. ín

- 2 S dfierer¡ce betwesn pra*þff and bng axis

6) Sheæ of circle

- sraight on tcp

CATEGORY 3 - Syh{iáETRy OF CÍRCLES (CORRECn
1) CirCes sho<Jd be m f,-re s¿¡r¡e tono axis f-T-l--T--l

- staight oo s¡des

- h.dg€d S.e. nobbles m @siles of drdet

2) - less dìen I bhd€l€r¡gñ diff- h frreup of cirdes

Flatr fcleannoss of cdocsl

- less üan 1 bladelerçfr diff- h widñ of cirdes

- l€ss Étan 1 blad€þrqh dif. i,r lengft of irdes

(repeet occunenc¡¡ of Í¡ts rr¡ more ¡"rõGi

- Turrrs should be lined up eracfly m cirdes
- (LOOP) Sfþuld b€ widrin Z of brç aris
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Q Pushotfs

- jumped (r¡o top on ùm)
- (LOOP) size of bop > I bf Itá btad€l€ngúrs

- sha:ld be fined up m locrg axis

2) Scrious errors

- shodd be lined up oo shod ads

6) SfreD€ of circle

- skids (ar top of toops)

7) Fl¡t¡ (Cle¡nnsss of cdqel

CATEGORY 4 - TURNS (CORREC'II,i

l) AII ùrns shay'd bo Ctuan fi.e- wi

ffiffif'trJ.".iú¡e ènors r



Tra[nlnq Manuaf
- Observers: Please read erclosed manuats on Fìgures Judging and the read descriplionof use of the checklist-

Cafeqory: FORM

1- Hand posltlonlng: Hands should be positìoned below the waist or at waÍst tevel
during the execut-ron of the figure. Patms should be held parallel to the 'rce, with the fingers
logether and pointed away from the body. Durirç the exeGrt¡on of lums and during
pushoffs. you will not'ce transitions ¡n the positionirç of lhe arms (due to tuming aclion and
pushoff aclion)- On these occasions. hands n¡iay b€ above the waist (lst component) - this
wilt not t¡e consirjered inconect-

2- Changlng poshlon/edges/tums: As the skater is a) tuming. b) changing edges at
cenlre or c) charçing posit'ron atter she has pushed otf. her free foot should move
continuously to its appropriate position - e.g- 'tucked' ctose to her skating foot. Her lree
foot should not be n¡ore lhan a blade ler¡gth away from her skating fool
3- Posltlon of head/chln: The skatels head should be held level. with her eyes
looking dowrnvard- On fçures such as the loop ar¡d the bado,vard insir1e ar¡d outs'K1e
edged figures, having the chin at the shoulder is acceptable (otherwise. she wonT be abte
to tell where she's goir¡g)- However. as the st<ater b nnving in a fon¡¿ard -diri:ction. r¡er
chin should be level and her head held straþht ar¡d not tilted to the side. ír,ur. a cf¡in
lucked ¡nto the chest is considered inconecl-
4' Polure: A common problem seen palierlarfy during tums (at the enrry) are high
shoulders- This component would be marked inconecl if a skater traced her figure with her
shoulders at lhe level of the middle of her neck or hþher. .Drooping baclc/spine refers to
the skater who leans back over the heel of her skate (often seen when the skater retums
to centre)- Stouching refers lo the enor where the skater leans over the ball of her skate,
and is hurched over while exeanling her figure. The skatets upp€r body should be
squarely distributed over the skating foot. and her shoulders st¡ould be back and below-
her neck-

Cateqorv: FLOW

1- Entry lnto clrcle: As the skater enters the circle, she should not be tugging or
putlíng with her free leg to assist her in reachîng lhe centre where she will change edges.
This error may ocajr in conjurction with the problem of loss of flow. that is the skater has
not paced hersetf appropriatety and therefore slows down toward the end of the circle (as
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she's com¡ng into centre)- The skater shoufd maintain consistent speed as she executes
the figure, so lhat she's not struggling to cornplete it.

2- Speed: As mentioned previousfy. the skater shoufd maintaín consistent speed
throughout the execution of the figure- A skater may not pace hersetf well after the
pushoff, and you may rrct'ce that she's going very quickly around the circfe, so much so
that it appears she does r¡ot have good conlrol of her edges or of her body position.
Atternatively. she may have a weak puslrcff and therefore she may lose speed as soon as
half way 10 three quar{ers of lhe way around the circle (as opposed to the end of lhe circle,
when she's coming into centre)- These behaviors are considered to be enors.
3- Pushoff: At centre, the skater pushes off onto the circle. The_action of pushing otf
is very important. as it determines the amour¡t of speed or -streng(h- rhe skater will have lo
complete the tracing. One problem encountered is lunging. this is defined as the act¡on
of pushing off onto the circle such that most of the body weþht 's over the balls of the foor

- the whole upper body looks as if it's getting onto the circle before the skating foot is! on
the baclo¡¿ard pttshoffs, the skater tooks as if she b p¡ac¡r¡g most of her body weight on the
heel of the foot: again. her upper body er¡ters the circle before the skating foot does - this
is an enor- The enor of iunping onto an edge appears much as it sounds - the skater
has not effecled a srnoolh transition of edge. or change of foot and 'jumps- onto the edge
of her blade-

4- Turns and changes: The proper act¡on of the knee durirç a tum is as follows -
prior to the tum, the knee b slþhtly bent. As the skater exeq¡tes the tum. rh'e knee lifts
and then goes back to its slightly bent position. A comrnon enor is that ; skater wilt
ant¡cipate the tum and straighten the knee before the lum. and rhen dþ tt during the turn.
LOOP: The loop is done with the knee in an exaggerated bend. with the body weight and
centre of gravity lower than it is for the other figures. The bend position in the toop is
calted the intermediate bent posit'ron- Therefore. a common error seen is that the skater
will come out of the loop position (straighten up) in anticipation of the tum. Thus the knee
should remain bent in the ir¡termediate posit'ron (45 degree angle) throughout the figure.

CåIeqoTY: SYMMETRY oF C¡RCLES

NOTE that for all flqures, W¡TH THE EXCEPTION OF LOOeS, the traclng shoutd be
executed such that there ts LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO I btaáetengrh 1feñgifr of your
boot or shoe) dlfference. AS LooPS ARE SMALLER F|GURES, thitraòtndahoutd beexeculed such rhat there ls LESS THAN oR EQUAL TO óne-hatf a îr"o"r*$[dlff.erence. 

-

Jrl

YJ. . jHlar fr.5 two (or three of the circles)- First of all, etablish where the

('' ', centre is - this is the point where the skater started. You witt

'Y
Lo+|6 c>rS
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see a smalf flat ('railroad tr:acks') leading ir¡to a slraigl-rt line
where the círcje begins- The space between where rhe skater
has rested her free foot ar¡d the smail frat is where the rong
axis líes. Lay a mitt or a percil at the fong axis. lf lhe ligure
is three lobed, go to the next centre and esrabr¡sh the rong
axis. and lay a mitt or perrcil lhere. Then travel to the tops
of lhe circles. ar¡d estabtísh the centre (top most point) of the
círcles. and lay a percif or mitt there. you can then evaruate
by visual inspection, the dlfererrce between the long axes.
and lhus determine whether the skater successfulty
maintained rhe long axis when she laid orr the figure. The
long axes of all the circles, ircluding the centres. must be
equal to or less than a bladelerçrth in dlference.
2. Llneup of clrcles: This refers to whether the tobes of
the figure line up on the side (vert'n:ally). place a mitt or
pencil on both sides of each circle. at the roundest part of the
circle- By visual inspect'on. determine if there is tess than or
equal to a bladelerçrth's differer¡ce between lineup on
respective sirjes- Both sides of the cirde have to be lined up
for this component to be cons¡dered conect. 

, ..,3. Wldth of ctrctes: This refers to the w¡dh;:(horÍzontal
fr¡easurement) of the circles. From one siJe of ihe roundest
part of the circle. pace out the w'xJth of the circle to the other
side. You may count the number of footleps across, but
ensure that you measrJre both circles the same way. Again,
lhere should b€ less than or equat to one bradereng(h
dlference in width of the circle.
4. Length of clrcles: From the topn¡ost point of the
circle. pace oú the leng(h of the circle tifl you reach the
centre- From lhe centre, pace out the length of rhe circle ti[
you reach the topmost point of the nen c¡rcle- (you shoutd
be lravelling along the long axis).
5. Posttton of tums relailve to the long axts: There are
several kinds of tums- Eacf¡ cirde wilt have two sets of
-lhree' tums; 1 set of bracket lums. or one set of loops.
Counter tums ocqJr at the centre (rather than at the top or

gE
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,å= ,\ side o{ the circle). The -lhree' tums should divide the circle

( ,, ) LiJ into thirds, and shourd thus be praced wfhin one braderengrrh

¿t\ ( , ) of the one-third posirion on rhe circte. The bracker rums and

\r ,/ \-,/ krops. as well as the counters. should be placed on the ¡ong-ì,- I

BåC*E' Corr.,rR 
*it (within one bladelength; EXCEPT FOR LOOPS - 2

irnu. f oßds INCHES, AS MEASURED By THE LENGTH OF THE HEEL

tL)QQ checkmark-

6. Stepdowns: The stepdown relers to where the skater
placed the skating foot on the circle. ldeally. the skater

STEPDovt" AREA should begin her tracirç wirh the skating foot on lhe circte,
using lhe correct edge. Check the stepdown to ensure the

LcoPs

OF YOUR BOOT). First of ail, estabtish the topnrost point of
lhe circle and/or the long axis. Measure the d¡fference ¡n

position between each set of tums relative to the long axis.

All tums have lo be conectly placed to wanant a -correct-

c!y-99' ,kater has changed edges at centre. before the stepdown.(
\,/Currt¡ta tst rather than at the stepdown itself- Check to ensure that the

f I ( SrRAtc A1 ) stepdown is on the circle. rather than cutting it in (straighQ. or, o& hooked oul. lf lhe stepdown does not fit-,the previous
( T descrþtions. but b not on the circle. mark it -ir¡conea-\ ¡ 

ul Þ .vr v.¡ r.ts , 
,

>-'HooKEDourEssentially, lhe circles should be tangent. ano snoú¡¿ have a
( I round shape. i
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7- Pushoffs: Pust¡otfs refer to the action of the skating
foot at centre that gives the skaler the mornentum or llow lo
do the tracing. Th¡s act¡on results in a pattem on the ice that
ís to be evaluated- ldeally. the pushoffs should be lined up or
lraced at centre, and they strould be pos?t'oned less than or
equal lo 5 inches from the long axis. and less than or equal
to 5 inches from the short axis. Determine where the long

axis and short axis ocûJr. and then evaluate the poslion of
the pushoffs relative to the long axis- Problems potentiatfy

included scattered pustrcffs - aff the pushoffs shoutd be within

lhe same distance from the long and short axes.

8- Shape of clrcle: The circles should be round, welt

traced (i.e. each of the three tracings should overlap closety.
ideally to the point of being indislinguishabte). Otten, skaters

$acx rusao;rs

FoRu/A(D
P¿s./6çcs
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have diffiq.ltty etabfishing or maintaining the shape ot the

circles: they may be straight at the top of the circtes (i.e.

stra¡ght across when ihey should be rounded), or straight on

the s¡des (the figure wilt look on in), or butged (or wobbted).

Bulges and wobbles refer to \avy' pattems on the ice where

f appears that the skater has not been abte to maintain good.
(. j vJc83* t consislent control ol her skating foot and has not been able to

:l

-l' Ftat
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lrace out a circle property. These are all considered errors,

and should be marked as such-

9. Flats: The skater is supposed to trace the figure on

one edge (except at centre. where she changes edges).

Thus, there should only be a single line tracing on the ice-

The skater may have diffiartty rnaintaining an edge. and place

the entire skateblade on the ice. resuttirç in a -railroad track-,
or double line pattem on the ice. The only time when a flat is
appropriate is at centre. when the skater places the ent¡re

skateblade on the ice in order to change edges. Occ¡¡nences

of flats elsewhere on the fþure is considered an enor.
Examine the entire fijurq for oca¡ner¡ces of flats. They are

rnore tikely to ocq.lr coming ir¡to or out of tums a¡rd as the

skater approaches centre- lf you noticed a loss ofitow in the
;

exect¡tion of the fþure. there is a higher probability that ftats

have oca:ned. Hatf an inch of lfats (nrot including the -flat- at

centre) is considered acceptable. This will account for any

occurrences of 'water ftats' - often if there ¡s water on the

ice. the skatels blade may p'K:k up the water and a double

line pattem is lett on the tracing - this is not an error-

Caleoory: TURNS

Common errors in tums irclude changes. ftats. ¡umped
tums, hooked or pulted tums, forced tums. scrapes, and

spooned lurns- Examine each set of tums for these errors.

Oc¡asionally. turns are -lraced'. i-e- the lums are done

overlapping one another, and it is d¡ff¡cutt to distinguish

between lhem- ln those cases, evaluate the lurns lhat are

I

Changes:

-/'\*,/'\

Flals:

/\r'7\



Jumped:

/ \ (notoq on
./ \ {u.,r)

Hooked:
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disfínct- Changes refer lo changes of edge that show up on

the ¡ce during the tum, leaving a very small flat at the top
of the tum, at its point of entry and/or its point of exit-

tdeally, the skaleblade should -lurn' 
f rom edge lo edge.

leaving a single l¡ne patlem on lhe ¡c€. Flats refer to the
'railroad' pattern on the ice. Flats are tonger, and you may

see them at the entry ol lhe lum, ancf/or the exit of the tum.
A jumped turn is a lum with no lop on it -- all you will see is

a single line enter¡ng lhe tum and a single line leaving the

tum. wilh.no lurn per se lraced on the ice- LOOp: the loop

is an oval shaped tum -- it should measure one and one half

by one bfadelengths. Loops hatf a bladelengrth larger or
srnaller than this are considered errors-

Once the long axis or one-third pos¡tion on the circle is
established, place a pencil on the tums to estabt¡sh the axis-

A hooked or pulled tum witl appear off axis at its crown - this
is considered an error. A forced tum is the resutt of a heavy

edge. and thus the tum will appear qule scraped both in
entry and ex'rt- ln contral. a scrape will usually app€ar on
eilher entry or exit from the tum. LOOPS: a com¡r¡on
problem at the top of the loops are skids - the loop wifl
app€ar heavily scraped at the top. This is consideíed an
error-

The teast serious error is a spooned tum. At the top of
lhe turn, you may see an oval or spooned shaped marking;

this is a spooned tum.

,/( ,r\ 
:

Suoçtg 3ç '

Scraped:

/k 'urP\-,fiE
Spooned:

r,

Looped:

t t oxc A,ttJ

A =]r';,:,,i,.",*

Skirjs:

ftt
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APPENDD( B: Homework Assignment
Package
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SPORT PSYCHOLOGY FOR FIGURE SI(ATERS:

USING KEY WORDS TO IMPRO\ZE YOUR

CONCENITRA.TION ON FIGUR,ES
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Adapted from: Martin, G. L. (1990) Sport PsycholoEr for Fisure
Skaters. University of Manitoba

by Siri Ming, Department of Psychology, University of Manitoba



NAIYIE: SI(ATERNAIIIE

IGY-WORD FIGIIRE: KIVFIG

COMPARISON FIGLIRE: COMPFIG
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Thank you for agreeing to particþate in this research project. we

hope that we can help you to improve your concentration for skating.

In this project, we need you to follow a few rules:

1. Please use key words only when practicing the "key-word" figure (the

specific figure will be decided on by your coach). Do not use key

words when practicing any of your other figures.

2. Please make every effort to attend all of the patches at which we will

be observing your practice. (See the schedule on the next page.)

II{IR,ODUCTION

Again, thank you very much for your cooperation in this project. If
we find out that key words are better than your usual way of practicing, we

will help you to use key words for all of your figures after the study is over.



PATCH SCHEDI]LE FOR THE IGY WORD PROJECT

DAY:

MONDAY

TTIESDAY

WEDNESDAY

TTIIJRSDAY

FRIDAY

APPROXIII{ATE TIME(S)
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When skating a figure, the length of time that it takes might vary

from approximately 30 seconds to approximately 2 minutes (of actual

skating time), depending on the figure. During that time, you have to be

thinking about something. We recommend that you plan and practice

specific thoughts for each figure. The specific thoughts are called "kev

qÈ". Key words can be of three types: (a) words to t€ll you what to look

at, such as "check line-up" to remind you to see if the circles of the figure

are appropriately lined up; (b) 'body tension" words such as "relax" or "easy"

to remind you to skate while relaxed rather than all tensed up; and (c)

technique words such as "hands" to remind you to press down on the palms

of your hands. If you plan and practice using key words for your figures,

you will improve your concentration, and you will be less nervous at your

next figures test or competition.

Following are some homework assignments which will be checked by

either Siri or your coach.

PART I: IIIAKING LtP IGY WORDS
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ASSIGNMENT A: Writine out Kev Words

1. Watch Part I of the videotape, "Sport Psyching for Figure July 19 S:
Skaters". Listen carefully for Karrie and Jeffs key wonds
as they skafe their figures.

2. For your key word figure (W), draw out a pattern
of the figure on a piece of papea simila¡ to the paftern
shown in Diagram 1. The pattern doesn't have to be as
neat as the one shown in Diagram 1, but you should have
approximately one full page.

tuf
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o 3. At fhe correct places on tlre drawing, print in the key

Ã' words that you will use. You might select words fo help

-l_.lf you to concentrate on push-off, form, flow, edges, turns,w\¡ and step-downs. For example, when skating a right
forward outside counter, a skater might say, "check
shoulders" to herself just after the change to remind
henelf to have her shoulders in the correct position (see
Diagram 2). Another skater tracing the same figure
might say, when coming around on the top circle, "hips
firm" to remind himself to keep his hips still while
looking over the left shoulder to check the line-up
(allowing the hips to turn would cause the circle to go too
far inward, see Diagram 2). You might also wriæ in key
words to remind yourself fo check the tracing and the
line-up of the circles, and to help you to relax.

4. Ask your coach to review your key words and make Juty 19
recommendations for improvement. You¡ coach will
know the kinds of errors that you usually make while
skating a figure, and can make good suggestions for key
words to remind you to think about conect form to offset
the error.

5. Review all of your key words to see if they remind you
about what you're supposed to do, rather than what
you're p! supposed to do. In other words, make su¡e
they are phrased in fhe positive (things to do) rather than
the negative (things not to do). July 21

6. Memorize your key words while imagining yourself
laying out your figures at home. Continue memorizing
them until you know them all by heart. Ask Siri to test
you on your key words.

Due Date Chsckd
By: $iri
Coach

C:

S:



Diagram 1: RIGHT FORWARD OLIISIDE COUNTER
(S) stands for "starf,'
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Diagrarn 2: EKAIVIPLE I(EY IVORDS
(a) novice skater; (b) senior skat€r

(S) stands for "starf,'

OUT TO OTJAFTEH
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HOLD EDGE

EHECK LINE UP

CIFCTT TO I.IALF

JOIN

BA.ANCE
TO Q[JAFTEB

OUT TO QUABTEB

TUFN

DOWH TO I{AIF

OUT TO QUAFTEF

CHECK SHOULDERS

BEND . FEIIù(

5ö"1

HIPS FIRM

DOWN TO HALF

TO QUAFTEF

CHEO( LINE UP

(')

OUT TO QI.IAFTEH

PUSH RIGI{T

fHAND]

(b)



SI{ATERNAME'S KEY WORDS: I$VFIG
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A study of Canadian Olympic athletes who performed well in the 1984

Olympics showed that all of them used a great deal of mental rehearsal or

mental imagery. For skaters, this means that they went over their skating in

their minds and imagined themselves landing a particular jt'mp perfectl¡ or

skating their entire progrâm, or laying out a great figure. To do this with

figures, you should actually walk out the figures off the ice, pretending that

you are actually laying them out, and trying to imagine what it feels like when

you lay them out at competitions. Following is an assignment which will help

you to do this.

PART II: OFF-ICE FIGT RE PR.A.CTICE
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ASSIGNMENT B: Walkins Out Fier¡res Off-Ic€

1. Watch fhe section of Part I of the videotape, "Sport July 21
Psyching for Figure Skaters", that shows Kanie and Jeff
as they walk out their figures. Note the different
strategies thaf Iftrrie and Jeff use. Try both strategies
and then choose the one that works best for you.

2. Ask Siri to time how long it takes you to lay out your July 2l
figrne (from the time you push off at the start until
you're flrnished laying out the figure). Record that time
so that you know what it is, at the botrom of this sheet.
A right forwa¡d outside counter, for example, usually
takes about I minute and 30 seconds.
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3. Watk out your figure at the rink so tha[

(a) Si¡i acts as a judge, announces you, and times your
figure for you;

(b) you pretend that you're at a competition and a judge
has asked you to lay out the figure, and you then walk
out the figure, saying your key words out loud;

(c) you try to make the simulation realistic in terms of
lining up yor¡r ÍÐ(es before walking it out, paying
attention to foot position (etc.) at turns, and presenting

with style, grace, and good form;
(d) you practice fo the point where you can walk out a

figure within 3 or 4 seconds of the length of time that
it takes you to skate that figure on the ice, and so that
you can actually feel the correct movements when you
say the key words.

4. Using the above instructions, walk out your figures at
least four times per week, twice with Siri and twice on
your or,vn, from now on. Follow the schedule on the
next page, and have Siri initial beside each date. If
you can, ask someone else fo \ilatch and time your
practice on your own.

Due Datc Checked
By: Siri

S:

S:

Jtrly 22

Figure fime:_

S:



Off-ice practice of your figure is scheduled twice per week, I"5 minutes before

one of your regular patch times:

SCHEDULE FOR OFF.ICE FIGURE PRACTICE

OFFICE1 OFFICEz

PR.A.CTICE WITT{ SIRI PRACTICE ON lWY OWN

DAIE: INITIAL: DATE: IMTIAL:
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In order for key words to help you, they must be practiced every time you

trace out your figure. When you first practice key words while skating figures,

they might be a little bit distracting. The first few times that you try them,

you might not skate the figures as well as you usually do. But if you keep

practicing them, you will get to the point where they will help you skate your

figure more consistently than in the past. Remember, there is no magic here.

You should not expect key words to suddenly make you skate your figure

better than ever before. What they will do, if you practice them, is to help you

to skate figures in competition as well as you skate them when you lay out

good figures at practice. In other words, they will help you to more

consistently skate near to your best level, whatever that level might be.

PART III: PRACTICE AT PATCH
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Thank you for helping us with our research this summer. We would like to krpw how helpfulwe
were to you. Please fill out the following questionnaire and return it to your coach.

Level of skating:

Please rate the following questions on a scale of 1 to 7:

12
definitely
not helpful

Follow-up Questlonnalre: Skaters

1. The homewoft assignment on writing out key words was:

2. Walking out my figure off-ice with Siriwas: _
3. Saying key words aloud while laying out my ligure was: _
4. Overall, I found using key words to be: _

345
a little
helpful

5. How much do you think the figure that you used key words wilh improved?

a) not at all
b) not any more than the ones I practiced normally
c) somewhat more than the ones I pracliced normally
d) much more than the ones I practiced normally

6. Would you like to use key words to help you with your other figures?

yes no

7. Would you recommend to other skaters to use key words with their figures?

yes no

8. Are you still using key words on the figure you practiced over the summer?

72

67
very

helpful

yes no

9. lf you were tested on your key-word figure at the end of the summer, did you use your key
words during the test?

10. Please tell us any other comments you would like to make about this project (you can use the
back of this page).

yes
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Follow-up Ques{lonnalre: Coaches

Thank you for your participation in this research projecl. We would like to know how effec{ive you
feelthis procedure was for your skaters.

L Overall, how helpfulwas the use of key words for your skaters?

123456
definitely a litile
not helpful hetpfut

2. would you recommend using key words for other figures to your skaters?

yes no

3. would you recommend using key words to other skaters in lhe future?

4. Please write down any additional comments you would like to make about any aspecl of this
project.

yes

7
very

helpful



Phone Contact:

Indicate to the skater that the results from the summer project have been
completed. Tell herlhim that you would like to briefly mãet to let her/him
know how well Vtre did in the project and find out how s/he has been doing
over the last season.

Meeting:

Explain the skatet's results.

Ask the following questions:

1) How well do you feel you skated at sectionals compared to how you usually
skate?

a) below average
b) average
c) above average

6-month follow.up

2) How well did you place at sectionals compared to how you usually do?

a) worse than previously
b) same as previously
c) better than previously

3) Did you use any key word techniques in your preparations for sectionals?

a) not at all
b) some
c) a lot
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